Survivor
Culminating Project Unit 1: Physical Geography of Canada

Purpose:
Using what you have already learned of Canada's ecozones combined with further research, you will select a geographic location for the producers of the show Survivor. You will produce two maps to establish the base camp for the participants for the 39 days of the show. You will also write a report explaining the reasoning for your choice. The report will include photos that explain the physical characteristics of your selection.

Criteria:
☐ Your location must be isolated from human interaction.
☐ The participants must have access to water, resources to build shelter, and a food source that can either be found or hunted in the area.
☐ The location must be in a climate with an average temperature between 12° and 25° C during the proposed filming period.

Task:
1. Using the information in your textbook, select an ecozone that meets the above criteria.
2. After you have selected your ecozone, you will use an atlas to find a specific location within that ecozone.
3. You must create two maps (remember all your map requirements):
   Map 1: coloured map with the 15 ecozones of Canada indicating the ecozone you have selected. You must also indicate the location for the show.
   Map 2: a map of your ecozone that shows, where applicable:
   • Cities
   • National Parks
   • Provincial capital
   • Provincial border
   • Lakes and rivers
4. Prepare a 300-400 word report (written in your own words), double spaced, that includes pictures and/or graphics, for the producers of Survivor. Explain your reasoning for selecting this particular ecozone, and specify why it is the best choice. You must include information and analysis of the:
   • Landforms
   • Vegetation
   • Animals
   • Human populations
and explain how you have met the criteria for the show. Don't forget that the purpose is to persuade the producers of Survivor to choose your location.

Resources to start:

Due Date: _________________________________